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10 Sentences and Beyond

Up to this point, the discussion of syntax has been concerned with the formation of individual noun phrases and clauses, main and subordinate. It has also covered the formation of complex sentences that combine a matrix clause with a subordinate clause. The present chapter moves beyond clause-level syntax to examine the joining of two or more main clauses (§10.1) and Ik’s primary clause-linking strategy—clause chaining (§10.2).

10.1 Clause coordination

Clause ‘co-subordination’, or clause chaining, is the language’s preferred method for linking clauses. However, the coordination of two independent clauses is also observed. Such coordination, the topic of the following section, can be used to communicate a relationship of addition, contrast/counter-expectation, or disjunction between two or more clauses.

10.1.1 Additional

The addition of one independent clause to another is usually handled by first nominalizing the second clause and then joining it to the first clause with the connective ŋda ‘and’. Once the second clause is nominalized, it is then treated syntactically as a peripheral, oblique argument. This is reflected morphologically by the fact that the main verb of the nominalized clause takes the oblique case. Here are some examples:

(1) *Hodętuo bilikeretea nda imojiresi ɦyuƙumui.*

   hōɗ-ēt-u-o   bilikɛrɛtɛ́-á   ŋda ɪmɔ́ʝɪˈrɛ́sɪ́   ɦyʊƙʊmʊ́-¹
   free-INC3SG-SEQ  spurfowl-ACC and twist-INF[OBL] neck-GEN

   He then freed the spurfowl and twisted its neck.

   (‘And he freed the spurfowl and the twisting of its neck.’)
(2) *Gameese ja gwee na nda ats’esukot.*

*Sg:kindle=inch+SPS =ADV bird=DAT =DEM.SG and eat=INF+COMP[OBL]*

So then a fire was made for the bird, and it was eaten.

(‘And it was kindled for this bird and the eating.’)

(3) *Keesia Kaabongie ts’oo nda poroni barats.*

*Sg:go=INT-1SG-REAL Kaabong=DAT and proceed=INF[OBL] morning=INS*

I’m going to Kaabong and will proceed in the morning.

(‘I’m going to Kaabong now and the proceeding in the morning.’)

If the subject of an added second clause needs to be made explicit (same or different from the first clause), it can appear in one of two positions: 1) before the nominalized verb in the oblique case or 2) after the nominalized verb in the genitive case. In position (1), its takes the oblique case because the preposition *nda* interprets it as a peripheral argument of the first clause (see example 4). In position (2), it takes the genitive case because it modifies the NP head which is the nominalized verb (see example 5):

(4) *...nda ja nci atsoni awak.*

*Sg:and=ADV I=OBL come=INF[OBL] home=DAT*

...and then I came home (‘and I to come home’).

(5) *...nda ja atsoni ncie awak.*

*Sg:and=ADV I=OBL come=INF[OBL] I=GEN home=DAT*

...and then I came home (‘and to come of me home’).

From the position of *nci* in (4), one might suspect that it is the first term in a compound with *ats-on* ‘to come’. However, the first term in a compound often changes the tone of the second term. In light of this, compare the
following phrases which contrast the type of nominalized clause in (4) with a compound. The ungrammaticality of the second phrase shows that the structure in (4) does not in fact involve a compound. Otherwise, the tones on the nominalized verb *ats-on* in the second example would be changed:

(6) ...
    **...nda ntsi atson.
    ñda ntsi ats-on and she[OBL] come-INF[OBL]
    ...and she came.

Double imperatives are grammatical in the language (see §7.7.6). But a relationship of addition between two imperatives is can also be encoded by using the imperative mood for the first imperative, then either the sequential aspect (7) or a nominalized verb (8) for the second, for example:

(7) *Maxane yookee, kwiidoo ntsie ats.*
    máʃán-ɛ ngó-keé ku(1)-idɔ-ɔ ntsí-ɛ ats-∅
    greet-IMP.SG your.mother-DAT say-2SG-SEQ she-DAT come-IMP.SG
    Greet you mother, okay, and tell her to come.

(8) *Kae koo ke nda zekwetoni kijak.*
    ka-ɛ kʊɔ=ke ńda zesk-êt-ɔn ƛijá-kɛ
got-IMP.SG there=DEM.DIST and sit-UNIT-INF[OBL] ground-DAT
    Go over there and sit down (on the ground).

10.1.2 Contrastive

In its most basic expression, contrast or counter-expectation (as well as addition) can be communicated in Ik through simple parataxis, or ‘intonational coordination’ (Serzisko 1992:120). Such apposition of two main clauses leaves the precise pragmatic interpretation up to the context. However, the clitic-like adverb (=)kɔtɔ is typically present to enhance the utterance with such notions as ‘then’, ‘so’, ‘and’, and ‘but’, for example:

(7) *Maxane yookee, kwiidoo ntsie ats.*
    máʃán-ɛ ngó-keé ku(1)-idɔ-ɔ ntsí-ɛ ats-∅
    greet-IMP.SG your.mother-DAT say-2SG-SEQ she-DAT come-IMP.SG
    Greet you mother, okay, and tell her to come.

(8) *Kae koo ke nda zekwetoni kijak.*
    ka-ɛ kʊɔ=ke ńda zesk-êt-ɔn ƛijá-kɛ
got-IMP.SG there=DEM.DIST and sit-UNIT-INF[OBL] ground-DAT
    Go over there and sit down (on the ground).
(9) Benia ncsuk, buo kot.
bení-á ̀ńcu-k°  ||  bu-o = kót°
not.be-REAL 1-COP you.SG-COP = ADV
It's not me, rather it's you.

(10) Ogoe ntsi yeti bi.
ógo-e  ntsi  ýet-l  bi
let-IMP he[obl] save-3Sg[opt] you[obl]

Naa koto moo bed,…
náá = koto  mo-o  béd°
CONJ = ADV  not-SEQ  want-3SG
Let him save you. But if he doesn’t want to,…

Some Ik speakers, especially those having learned other languages, find alternative ways to express contrast. This may be for example, by borrowing a contrast word from Karimojong (naíť) or Swahili (lakini).

10.1.3 Disjunctive

Disjunction is signaled by the presence of the disjunctivekedé (which has the parallel korí in Teso-Turkana). Like ndá ‘and/with’, kedé ‘or’ can link both noun phrases and independent clauses. The following examples illustrate disjunction with kedé and variety of verb and clause types:

(11) ...paka deese yaŋa kedé kwaañese nk.
paka  d-é-ese  yáŋ-a  kedé  kwáät-é-ese  ńk°
until bring-VEN-SPS  my.mother-NOM  or  birth-VEN-SPS  l-NOM
...until my mother is brought (i.e. married) or I am born.

(12) Ogoe Ṽanposik,…
ógo-e  Ṽan-3S-1-k°
let-IMP.SG  open-PASS-3SG-SIML
Leave it open, or put something on it.

(13) Kamiya noo die kede maa noo kamiyid?
like-PLUR-REAL = PST3 ones-DAT or not-PST = PST3 like-PLUR-3SG = DP
Was it like these, or was it not like these?

10.2 Clause chaining

Clause chaining is the linchpin of Ik discourse. As defined here, it is the linking of one or more clauses with non-finite verbs to a clause with a finite verb. The syntactic relationship between the initial or controlling clause and the chained clauses is the subject of debate; some describe it as ‘quasi-coordinate’ (Haiman & Monroe 1983:xii) and others as ‘co-subordination’ (Van Valin & LaPolla 1997:455). It is not clearly coordinative or subordinative and thus may be considered a hybrid of the two (Schröder 2013a:2). In Ik, chained sequential clauses are more coordinative, while chained simultaneous clauses seem more subordinative.

In many languages, particularly outside of Africa but also in Ethiopia, a clause chain begins with a sequence of non-finite clauses culminating in a final clause that bears the TAM specifications of the whole chain. But in Ik, as in neighboring Teso-Turkana languages like Toposa, the clause chain begins with the controlling finite clause and is then followed by one or more non-finite clauses (Schröder 2013b:5). This ‘post-nuclear’ orientation of the clause chain is well-attested in Africa but rarer elsewhere (Payne 1997:321)

Ik exhibits two kinds of chained clause: sequential and simultaneous. The markers or indicators of these clauses are the verbal inflectors that bear the same labels (§7.8.1 for sequential, §7.8.2 for simultaneous). As the label
implies, sequential clauses in a clause chain carry the sequence of mainline or foregrounded information in any kind of text with sequential events. Simultaneous clauses, on the other hand, convey offline contextual circumstances that cooccur with events or states in clauses preceding them. The initial, controlling element that creates the TAM setting for a clause chain may consist of any non-chained verb or even an adverbial phrase.

10.2.1 Sequential clause chains

The analysis of sequential clause chaining in this grammar is only preliminary. But it should serve as an introduction to what could turn out to be a fruitful topic. Sequential clause chains communicate sequential states or events. As such, they are the predominant clause type found in narratives. Because of that, the sequential aspect had previously been called the ‘narrative mood’ (e.g. Heine & König 1996:76). But sequential clauses are found in many types of discourse, from narrative to procedural to expository to exhortatory, even imperative. Sequential clauses are marked with a combination of high-tone suppression and an eclectic paradigm of special subject-agreement suffixes (see also §7.7.1). The following table presents the sequential paradigm for bέδ ‘want’ and wet ‘drink’. Note the inclusion of the sequential impersonal passive (SPS) marked by (-esė):

(14)  Sequential verb paradigm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Non-final</th>
<th>Final</th>
<th>Non-final</th>
<th>Final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>bέδ-ia-a</td>
<td>bέδ-ia-k’</td>
<td>wet-ia-a</td>
<td>wet-ia-k’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>bέδ-fdu-o</td>
<td>bέδ-fdu-k’</td>
<td>wet-idi-o</td>
<td>wet-idi-k’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>bέδ-š-o</td>
<td>bέδ-š-k’</td>
<td>wet-u-o</td>
<td>wet-u-k’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL.EXC</td>
<td>bέδ-fma-a</td>
<td>bέδ-fma-k’</td>
<td>wet-im-a-o</td>
<td>wet-im-a-k’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL.INC</td>
<td>bέδ-fsun-o</td>
<td>bέδ-fsun-k’</td>
<td>wet-isini-o</td>
<td>wet-isini-k’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>bέδ-ftu-o</td>
<td>bέδ-ftu-k’</td>
<td>wet-it-o</td>
<td>wet-it-k’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>bέδ-fni</td>
<td>bέδ-fn</td>
<td>wet-in</td>
<td>wet-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPS</td>
<td>bέδ-ėsc</td>
<td>bέδ-ės</td>
<td>wet-es</td>
<td>wet-es”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following excerpt from a 3-person narrative serves to illustrate some of the morphological, syntactic, and discourse characteristics of chained sequential clauses. Note the sequential markers in bold print and the introductory temporal phrase *na kónító ódoue baratso* ‘One day, in the morning…’ that sets the temporal context for the clause chain that follows:

(15) *Na konto odowue baratsoo,*

Conj = one-sing-ins day-gen morning-ins
One day, in the morning,

*ipuo taƙaikak,*

Cast-3sg-seq shoe-acc
he cast (his) shoes (in divination),

*eguo taƙaika ebak,*

Put-3sg-seq shoe-pl-nom gun-acc
and the shoes made (the shape of) a gun,

*ipuo naɓo,*

Cast-3sg-seq again
and he cast (them) again,

*egini ebak.*

Put-seq gun-acc
and they made a gun.

The chained clauses in (15) carry no TAM information apart from the sequential aspect that shows the semantic relationship of sequentiality with
all preceding clauses, starting with the temporal NP baratsoo ‘in the morning’. What is not shown in (15) (for reasons of space) is that at the beginning of the narrative, the tense of the narrative is set in the remote past first of all with the adverbial phrase kam-ɔ = nɔɔ lopiarie ‘In the year of Lopiar,…’, in which the relative pronoun nɔɔ marks remote past tense.

The clause chain in (15) is taken from a narrative, but sequential clauses are also found in other texts, for example one with an imperative controller:

(16)  Kae Kaabongik,
[ka-e       kaafɔŋi-ktɔ]IMP
go-IMP.SG   Kaabong-DAT
Go to Kaabong,

dzigweiduo riy,
[dzigw-e-idu-6            rि⁴]SEQ1
buy-VEN-2SG-SEQ   goat-NOM
buy a goat,

deiduo awak,
[d-ɛ-idu-o               awá-k⁶]SEQ2
bring-VEN-2SG-SEQ   home-DAT
bring (it) home,

topoliduk,
[ɟɔŋɛlɛ-duit-k]=ɔ́]SEQ3
slaughter-2SG-SEQ
slaughter (it),

ilakasituƙodukoo ʝak.
[ilɛk-ɛ-it-ukɛ-itud-k5 = 5     ják⁶]SEQ4
happy-ABST-CAUS-COMP-2SG = DP   elders-NOM
and make the elders happy with it.
The sequential impersonal passive (SPS; §7.9.4) is found in the same types of discourse as the non-passive sequential forms. Like the impersonal passive (§7.9.3), the SPS omits and depersonalizes the subject (A/S) of the verb to which it affixes. It is found on both transitive and intransitive verbs, as in ŋk-ès‘And it is/was eaten’ and kɛ-ès‘It is/was gone (i.e. ‘people went’).

The following excerpt from an expository/procedural text illustrates the use of the suffix {ɛsɛ́} encoding sequential passivized activities. In this text, part of the procedure for grinding snuff tobacco (a favorite among the Ik) is laid out in a step-by-step sequence. The agent carrying out the procedure is not in view, though all sequential verbs in this excerpt are transitive. In lines 2, 4, 6 & 7, the objects of the passivized verbs are overt, encoded as subjects in the nominative case. In line 5, they are left implicit:

(17) 1 Naa ɪryametanie gwasak,  
[káa ɪryá́m-ɛ-t-an-i-ɛ́  gwasá-kɛ́]ADV  
CONJ get- VEN-IPS-SIML stone-DAT  
When a stone is gotten,

2 ŋweese ɲabalajit.  
[ku-ɛsɛ́ ɲabá láŋɪ́t-á]SEQ1  
grind-SPS soda.ash-NOM  
soda ash is ground.

3 Naa ɲabalajitia iwidimetik,  
[káa nafaláŋíti-á iwid-ɪm-ɛt-i-ɛ́]ADV  
CONJ soda.ash-ACC pulverize-MID-INCH-3SG-SIML  
When the soda ash is finely ground,

4 egesee lotoɓ,  
[ɛsɛ́ e  lɔ́tɔ́ɓ-á]SEQ2  
put-SPS = DP tobacco-NOM  
tobacco is put in it,
As (17) shows, sequential clause chains can be interrupted and reinitiated by adverbial clauses expressing simultaneity, marked by the conjunction *ndá*. Such clauses encode temporality relative to the sequential clauses that follow them, not the absolute temporality set by the controlling clause.

On a continuum between coordination and subordination, sequential clauses are more coordinative. This is reflected syntactically in their invariable VSO constituent order and canonical case marking, both characteristics of unmarked main clauses. The next examples—the first a non-past realis clause and the second a sequential clause—both have VAO order with nominative-marked subjects and accusative-marked objects:
At the same time, chained sequential clauses are subordinate to, or dependent on, a preceding TAM-specifying element. In that sense, they are subordinate—but at a supra-clausal rather than intra-clausal level.

### 10.2.2 Simultaneous clause chains

Simultaneous clause chains communicate circumstances cooccurring with the event or state in the preceding clause. The preceding, controlling clause can be any kind of clause: realis, sequential, imperative, or even another simultaneous clause. The simultaneous marker is the suffix {-kɛ} attached to the underlying (irrealis) forms of the subject-agreement suffixes. The following table shows this in paradigms for béɗé ‘want’ and weté ‘drink’:

#### (19) Simultaneous verb paradigm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Non-final</th>
<th>Final</th>
<th>Non-final</th>
<th>Final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SG</td>
<td>béɗ-í-ke</td>
<td>béɗ-í-kɛ</td>
<td>wet-í-ke</td>
<td>wet-í-kɛ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SG</td>
<td>béɗ-fí-ɛ</td>
<td>béɗ-fí-kɛ</td>
<td>wet-fí-ɛ</td>
<td>wet-fí-kɛ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG</td>
<td>béɗ-l-ɛ</td>
<td>béɗ-l-kɛ</td>
<td>wet-l-ɛ</td>
<td>wet-l-kɛ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL.EXC</td>
<td>béɗ-ími-ɛ</td>
<td>béɗ-ími-kɛ</td>
<td>wet-ími-ɛ</td>
<td>wet-ími-kɛ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1PL.INC</td>
<td>béɗ-fími-ɛ</td>
<td>béɗ-fími-kɛ</td>
<td>wet-fími-ɛ</td>
<td>wet-fími-kɛ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2PL</td>
<td>béɗ-íti-ɛ</td>
<td>béɗ-íti-kɛ</td>
<td>wet-íti-ɛ</td>
<td>wet-íti-kɛ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3PL</td>
<td>béɗ-áti-ɛ</td>
<td>béɗ-áti-kɛ</td>
<td>wet-áti-ɛ</td>
<td>wet-áti-kɛ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As seen in (19), the simultaneous verb paradigm is all regular, apart from the non-final 1SG form which contains the final form of {-kɛ}. This is because the non-final form would create a dispreferred tri-vowel sequence.
Non-finite simultaneous verbs appear in both a) preposed adverbial clauses introduced by a conjunction and b) post-posed chained clauses without a conjunction. It is only the latter type that is considered a chained clause, though both types are common in discourse. In the following excerpt from the same narrative sampled above (15), both types of simultaneous clauses are present, but only the chained clauses are indicated with bold print:

(20)  
Na ŋabukotie, zikini ntsia deikao,
[na =ŋab-ʊkɔtɛ-i-ɛ]ADV [zɪ́kɪ́nɪ ntsɪ́-á  de-ɪka-2]SEQ
CONJ = finish-COMP-3SG-SIML tie-SEQ he-ACC leg-PL-ABL
When it finished, they tied him up by the legs,

nda xikesuƙoti ntsie dakuk,
[ńda ʃɪkɛ́sʊ́ƙɔtɪ ntsí-ɛ dakú-ɛ]NOMINALIZED
and   hang-INF[OBL]  he-GEN tree-DAT
and they hung him in a tree,

ikaa iyie kijee
[iká-á i-i-ɛ kíjɛ-ɛ]SIML1
head-ACC be-3SG-SIML ground-DAT
his heading (being) down,

tudulik.
[tudʊ́l-ɪ-kɛ]SIML2
upside.down-3SG-SIML
(being) upside down.

In (20), the first chained simultaneous clause, *i̱káá i̱i̱e kíjée* ‘his head (being) down’ is controlled by the directly preceding clause with the nominalized verb *ʃɪkɛ́sʊ́ƙɔtɪ*. The second chained clause, *tudulik*, consists only of the verb and is controlled by the simultaneous clause directly preceding it.
On a continuum between coordination and subordination, simultaneous clauses fall closer to subordination. This is evident syntactically in that a) they exhibit the SVO constituent order of other subordinate clauses and b) any overt core arguments, regardless of the grammatical person and number of the subject, take the accusative case as in other subordinate clauses. The third line from (20) is repeated in (21) to illustrate these points. Note that the constituent order is SV, and the overt subject, ikáá ‘head’ is both preverbal and marked in the accusative case:

(21) ...

(22) Na ƙayie, itayoo amee inenoosik.

Lastly, chained simultaneous clauses may function in specific ways: as adverbial manner clauses (§9.6.2), as one of the complementation strategies (§9.11.2), and in bi-clausal comparative constructions (§9.13.2). These three functions are reiterated here with one example each. In (23), the simultaneous clause relates the manner in which a fire climbed up a hill:
(23) *Toriteta naa ts'ad,*  
climb-VEN-REAL = PST1 fire-NOM
The fire climbed up

nkie dakwitiniicikaa mupn.  
eat-COMP-3SG-SIML tree-PL-NOM,PL-ACC all
consuming all the various types of trees.

In this second example, the chained simultaneous clause acts as a complement to the main verb *ittámán- 'behoove/necessitate':

(24) *Itamaana*  
necessitate-REAL
It is necessary (that)

bedetiike koneenia awee bik.  
want-VEN-1SG-SIML one-PSSM-GEN home-GEN you-3SG-DAT
I look for another home for you.

And in this last example, the chained simultaneous clause acts as an adverbial manner clause in a bi-clausal comparative construction:

(25) *Kwatsa ntsa ilogee nciik.*  
small-REAL he-NOM defeat-3SG-SIML I-ACC
He's smaller than me.